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When I 77as very young and the urge to be someplace else was
on rae , I was assured by mature people that maturity would cure
this itch.
'Then years described me as mature,' the remedy pre¬
scribed was middle age.
In middle age i was assured that great¬
er Bge
would calm my fever and now that I am fifty eight per¬
haps senility will do the Job.
Nothing has worked.
Four hoarse
blasts of a ship’s whistle still raise the hair on my neck and
set my feet to tapping.
The sound of a jet, an engine warming
up, even the clopping of shod hooves on pavement brings on
the
ancient shudder, the dry mouth and vacant eye,
the hot palms
and the churn of stomach high up under the rib cage.
In other
words, I don’t improve; in further words, once a bum always a
bum,
I fear the disease is incurable,
I set this matter
down
not to instruct others but to inform myself,
TThen the virus of restlessness begins to take possession of
a wayward man, and the road away from Here seems broad and straigh
and sweet, the victim must first find in himself a good and
sufficient rca? on for going.
This to the practical bum is
not difficult.
He has a built-in garden of reasons to choose
from.
Next lie must plan his trip in time and
space, choose a
direction and a destination.
And last he must implement
the
journey.
How to go, what to take, how long to stay.
This part
of the process is invariable and immortal.
I set it
down only
so that newcomers to buradon, like teenagers in now-hatched sin,
will not think they invented it.
Once a journey is designed, equipped, and put in process
new factor enters and takes over,
A trip, a sal an , an exolor¬
ation, is an entity, different from all other journeys.
It has
personality, temperament, individuality, uniqueness,
A journey
is a person unto itself; no two are alike.
And. all plans, safe¬
guards, policing, and coercion are fruitless,
*7e find after
years of struggle that we do not take a trip; a trip takes us.
Tour masters, schedules, reservation?, brass bound and inevitable,
dash themselves to wreckage vn the personality of the trip.
Only when this is recognized can the blown-in-the-glase bum
relax and go along with it.
Only then dc the frustrations fall
away.
In this a journey is like marriage*
The certain way
to be
wrong is to think you control it*
I feel better now,
having said this, although only those who have experienced it
wi11 u nd e r st and it.

John Steinbeck
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the preparation of this
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his

Our association has been a

most pleasant aspect of my medical education.
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It was their sponsorship that made this

study possible.

.Dr, Nick Maurice managed the T3 Clinic in Ilam during our
stay.

He

had the

was a friend and teacher and I

was pleased to

opportunity to work with him.

Hr, Prank Guthrie administered the BCG program in
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He kept the program

functioning in

logistical and organizational problems.
efficiency were models for us
Dr,

have

His

Eastern

spite of numerous
diligence and

all.

Kenneth Bart, Medical Director U,S.A,I.D,/Nepal,

able to meet with me on short notice.
ience in cross
for much

of my

His

cultural medicine served as
thinking on

was

extensive exper¬
the foundation

this subject.
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Most reorle of the world

are poor,

This Poverty is

the
t

precondition for the disease that afflicts
Most nations

of the world

ftl r»er person per year to spend

are poor.

them.
They han/e less

than

on the health of their people.

Yet it is not money alone that will remedy this situation.
Foreign aid efforts have taught us that the mere duplication
of Western models

of health

care in a developing country is

inappropriate and unsuccessful.

The disease processes

them¬

selves may he the same ones that have now been eliminated from
America and Europe hut the imported models ultimately fail
because the context is different.
concerned with here-

And this

the context of health

is what we will be
care in a developing

nation.
We have chosen the
attention.

Kingdom of ITepal as the focus

It is one of the poorest nations

of our

in the world.

It

continues to he devastated by diseases that are now of only
historic interest in the Test.
real.

The urgency of their need is

It is also one of the most beautiful countries

world and visitors

in the

cannot but be struck by this paradox.

The

Himalayan Mountains

that make transportation and communication

so difficult,

one to live with a vigor and respect for

force

the land that is not to be found in industrialized nations.
And finally, its people
feelings

of fondness

are hospitable and

and respect easily develop for them.

We will begin by asking the simple,
’question,

kind and lasting

"What are these people like?",

if somewhat oceanic
"What are their needs?"

and then seeing how a basically western commodity ouch
"health
and

care system"

must be offered

complimentary with

so as

ao a

to be harmonious

the fabric of a Hindu agrarian society.

We will try to answer this question by looking at the problem
of tuberculosis in northeastern Nepal and seeing the special
difficulties that its management and

eradication present to

a government with severely limited resources.
what lessons

We will see

the problem of tuberculosis has to teach us and

try to understand

the implications

of these

future planning of health services in Nepal,

lessons for the
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THE PEOPLE
A,

The setting in the East
Millions

logic time,

of years ago,

comparatively recently in geo¬

the eastern coast of what w/as

split off from its larger land mass
north

and eastward.

Centuries

the Asian land mass a.nd

later to be Africa,

and began a slow drift

later,

it struct up against

in the resulting collision the Great

Himalayan Range was formed.

Since man first populated

the

Indian subcontinent these mountains have had a profound in¬
fluence

on the

lives and

Asia their home.

thought of the people who make south

For those

Tndia these peaks were

living in the hot dusty plains

thought to be

the home

of

of the Gods.

They were imbued with a religiosity and mysticism that sur¬
vives

to this day in the nilgrimages

source of the sacred Ganges river.

of Hindu holy men to

the

For Western man they hold

an attraction equally as nrofound for we know them to be the
top of the world.

It is

a region of terrifying rroportion,

an awesome humbling beauty,

of

inhabited by a people whose tra¬

ditions we view as mysterious and otherworldly.

It is

a fron¬

tier in which v/e see a challenge both physical and metaphysical.
And so, we, who so much
too,

need frontiers to conquer,

to the Himalayas.
For the people of Nepal,

so captivates
lar-

are drawn,

is

outsiders whose

though,

their landscape- which

natural terrain is

of course a commonplace.

less spectacu¬

The accommodations

-must make to life in this mountainous

that they

land pervade everything -

-2-

they do.

The "harsh

landscape makes travel difficult and has

thus encouraped social relations
bond

of family and village.

easy transportation and

characterized

by the strong

It has effectively precluded the

communication needed for the develop¬

ment of industry and a cash

economy.

The people remain sub-

sistent level farmers and the hard v/ork of such
reinforced the logic of large families.

living has

So it is

appropriate

that we begin to look at the People of Nepal by first looking
at their land so that we can appreciate how it has defined the
nature of their lives and the terms

of their livelihood.

The Kingdom of Nepal is a rectangle of land approximately
500 miles from East to Test and
(see page 9 )

Its

100 miles from North to South,

eastern, western and southern borders are with

India and it shares

its

northern frontier with the Tibetan

Region of the Peoples Republic of China,
are composed

Its

11 million people

of 15 major ethnic groups speaking 56 dialects.~

The common language uniting such

a disparate populace

is Nepali,

an Indo-Arvan tongue, which itself is a. dialect of Hindi.
duism is

the state religion and

in part,

from the popular belief that he is

the Hindu deity Vishnu.

Hin¬

the King derives his authority,
an incarnation of

The religious traditions

peoples are varied and complex combining elements
dox Hinduism of the Indian plains,

of its many
of the ortho¬

the local animist beliefs

of the indigenous populace and the understandings

of Tibetan

Buddhism brought by the early Mongolian settlers who emmigrated
from the north.

3-
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Nenal

is

run from the
belt

is

into

the

it

is

the

composed
northwest

Terai,

interior

continuous

whose

average

ity are

is

with

the

that

The

until

by the

is

of

by the

30 miles

flat

The heat

only recently,

last natural refuge

some

Geographically

It

only 150 feet.

which

southern most

extends

the Gangetie plains.

zones

its

land

and humid¬

jungles

the Bengal

were

tiger

enthusiasm for hunt¬

local maharajas

and

quickly Passed

British.

The Terai
duces

most

jute.

The

over

land

been diminished

first developed
the

climactic

from the boroer with India.

elevation is

It

distinct

southeast.

a strip of

whose numbers have

on to

to the

debilitating and

malarial.

ing,

of three

contains

the

best

farmland

in Nepal.

It

Pro¬

of the wheat and rice and all of its sugar cane and
surplus

foodstuffs

narrow mountain trails

grown here

to

are

supply large

carried
areas

of

by porters
the

foot-

.

hills where agricultural Production does
i

the populace,
with

p

A portion is
'

tea grown in the

also sold

foothills,

is

the

not meet the

needs of

to India which

combined

country’s

only export¬

able resource.
With
tains

the

the

exception

only paved

of

roads

the

Kathmandu Valley,

in Nepal.

able roads which run from the

beginning

Indian border,

there meeting with

crons

throughout the

for

linkages

sale
are

connected

ing completion under

There
of

are
the

the rail head

subcontinent.

the

Terai

con¬

several motorfoothills
that

These

to

the

carries

north-south

by an east-west highway currently near¬

the

combined

aid programs

of Britain,

4-
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India and Russia.
The population1

density of the Terai

nearly twice the density of the foothills
Hie Terai is

is 258/sq.

to the north.

not characteristic of the rest of lie pal.

h/hen one walks down out

of the foothills

one sees ahead

flat plains that extend southward for hundreds
is as

though

mile?''

of miles.

one were about to enter a new land.

communication and transportation,
the relative wealth

the
It

The ease of

the density of people,

and

of the area clearly distinguish it from

the rest of the country.

These differences become more dra¬

matic when juxtaposed to

the relatively Primitive conditions

exist!ng in the foothills.
The middle climatic zone is the Kill region where most
of the people live.

The elevation rises quickly from the

northern reaches

of the flat Terai and extends

of 13,000 feet.

This abrupt change in topography can occur

within a distance

of only 75 mil^s.

siderably cooler than the Terai.
May and by the end

The climate here is

The monsoon rains

into quagmires

of rain.4

of mud or after

This

begin in

converts the dirt

an especially prolonged

rainstorm into newly formed mountain streams.

During this

five month period communication and transportation is
difficult.

at best

Most travel is impossible.

The economy of the Kills
farming.

con-

of September have drenched the hillsides

with more than 70 inches
paths

to an altitude

The staple is rice.

is based

on subsistent level

Two crops are grown each year.

5

“

The agricultural practices

“

of the people are primitive.

There

is reliance on low productivity strains and significant loss
of arable land due
family needs are

to soil erosion.

a

Crops grown in excess

traded for other foods

manufactured goods

(cloth,

of

or are used to purchase

brass and steel containers,

brushes)

at the biweekly bazaars.
The Bazaar is a prominent fixture in the social and eco¬
nomic

lives of the Hill people.

numbers of people will come
homesteads

On the day of the Bazaar,

to the village or town from their

on the surrounding hillsides,

as five hours each way.

often walking as

the sweets made with great flourish by the
(generously)

of raksi,

brewed from fermented millet.

sample

local candy maker,

a potent alcoholic beverage

Given the rugged terrain and the

isolation of most of the homesteads, the bazaar serves
functions

long

There they will buy and sell merchan¬

dise, socialize with old friends, gossip, tell stories,

and imbibe

large

the vital

of economic exchange and social interactions„

It is

an institution of central importance to these people.
The

third climactic region of Nepal is the northern exten¬

sion of the foothills into the Great Himalayan Range.
up to 29,000 feet at the summit of Mt. Everest and
peaks of liakalu,
Dhaulagiri.

It rises

contains

Kanchenjunga, ITuptse, Lohtse, Annapurna,

the

and

It is uninhabited save for the Sherpa who use the

lower extent of the region for summer grazing.

Several moun¬

tain passes are clear most of the year and this has enabled

~

6
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expeditions in the past to establish commercial ties betv/een
the foothills and settlements

on the arid Tibetan plateau north

of the Great Himalayan range.
closed

the border to Tibet,

trading routes
with

that had

The Chinese government has

thus

linked

now

terminating the traditional

the Tibetan capital of Lhasa

Kathmandu and Darjeeling and ultimately Calcutta on the

Bay of Bengal.
Kosi and Me chi
dom of Nenal.

are the two eastern most zones

(see rape

)

They contain each of the three

climactic regions Previously described.

Sunsari, Ilorang,

Jh.apa are administrative districts in the Terai
Nepal.

of the King¬

and

of southeastern

The east-west highway runs thru these districts, pro-

vidinp a rav«d road

to the railhead in Naxalbari»

other paved road runs

north

to south

India.

An¬

connecting the British

Military Hospital at Dharan (established to minister to the
medical needs
with

of retired

Biratnapar,

mandu)

Gurhha soldiers

the second

their families)

larpest town in Nepal (next to Kath¬

and the nation’s major industrial center.

south road links up with
Biratnapar,

in Jopbani,

frequent and reliable.
ese and Indians across

the railhead just
India.

Nepali Congress Party.
only a tenuous

people here.

Tine north-

over the border from

Bus service on these roads

is

There is unrestricted passage for Nepal¬
their mutual border.

Biratnapar is the home

has

and

of the opposition and now outlawed

The King’s government in Kathmandu

control over the political loyalties of the

The party is made up of middle class merchants

7
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and busineFFncn who feci their economic aspirations and entre¬
preneurial talents

thwarted by the heavy taxation inroosed by

the Xing (Maharaja in Rerali) which they believe benefits
the King’s relatives and

a small grouw of v/ealthy land

It is widely assumed that the ITenali

only

owners.

Conyress Party secretly

receives funds from the Indian Conyress Party of Indira Ghandi
whose socialist domestic policies

are moched

of her northern border of the sub-continent’s

by the existence
last ruling maha¬

raja.
The remainder of Kosi and Me chi, with the execution of
the

northernmost reaches,

Himalavan range.
which the Limbu

arc in the foothills of the Great

It is uouulated by several ethnic yrou.us
(Limboo)

and Rai

(Rye)

of

are numerically the

largest as well as being historically the oldest inhabitants
of the region,

'7ithin the uast century there has been an in¬

flux of high caste Brahmins which lias had
ence on the economic, political,

significant influ¬

and social character of the

area.
The foothills
branches
is

of eastern Renal are drained by the many

of the Kosi River,

The river is

not navigable.

It

crossed by suspension bridges whose safety is uncertain.

''Then these bridges collanse they are seldom rebuilt and tra¬
velers must then wade across
the branches
absence

the river.

During the monsoon,

of the Kosi become raging torrents, which

in the

of reliable bridges, provide yet another barrier to

transportation in a region where such

activity is difficult

8
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even in the best of times.
The foothills of this mrt of Fepal differ from the cen¬
tral and western foothills in being more densely peculated.
There are

only 430,000 acres of arable land in the eastern

foothills or about 1.42 acres
is

of arable land per family.

It

the rising population as much as the roor farm lands and low

productivity strains
here. '

that account for the poverty to be found

f'7e will have more to sav on this point later).

Ilam, Dhanhuta, Teratum, Phidim, Chainpur,

and Taplejung

are administrative centers with a banh and a post office.
all have bazaars
has electricity.

at least once every two weeks.
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B.

Hinduism- The Substrate of their Existence

Hinduism differs from the other great relipions
world in its

conspicuous

absence of a foundinp fipure.

a Christ, a Mohammed, a Buddhaactions

can be found

of the
It lacks

a livinp individual in whose

the tenants of that faith.

beliefs have instead developed over thousands

Hindu relipious

of years from

local cultic and. shaminiStic practices whose oripins we shall
never know.

Its traditions are varied and

continually evolving,

Tiie richness and complexity of Hinduism is mirrored in
its

conception of Deity as

(pod of creation) 5 Vishnu
of destruction).

the Supreme Being who is Brahma
(god of preservation),

Various sects have

in the form of one of these gods
have differed accordingly.

and Shiva (god.

chosen to worship the deity

and their rituals and

beliefs

This religious diversification is

extended further to the countless demigods who themselves
the object of cultic allegiance,
offering its people

are

Hinduism then is a religion

a profusion of deities for veneration and
11

tolerating wide variation in relipious Practice."
then net to think of Hinduism as

a religion as

It is

best

such but rather

to think of it as being the totality of the varied religious
expressions

of the Hindu people.

Yet underlying what at first might appear to be a theistic
anarchy can be found a moral tradition and social order which
is well recognized
call Hindu.

and rigidly followed by all those whom we

It is important to delineate this tradition and to

-12-

understand the social order it creates as a necessary means

of

understanding the Hindu people.
The word Hindu is

derived from the earlier form Indu,

which was used to describe the inhabitants
Valiev in what is

now Pakistan.

of the Indus River

It is to this region that we

must look for the earliest known beginnings

of the Hindu tra¬

dition.
Hot much remains

of the civilization that thrived

in the

Indus Valley three millenia before the birth of Christ,
About all that is
cient cities
ruins

known is drawn from the ruins

of Hahenio-daro

and Karranna.

19

of the two an¬

But from these

and the meagre artifacts that have been unearthed there ,

we have

learned much

about the practices

of the Indus

Valley

peonle and are able to identify concerns, that through thousands
of years

of history, have remained as fundamental aspects of

Hindu religious
The ruins

life.
of Hahenjo-daro give evidence of

sewage system and

large

central bathing areas which firmly

establish a cultural emphasis
Terra cotta figures

on bathing and rersona.1 purity^-0.

of pregnant females

suggest a concern for fertility.
unearthed

of rhinos,

an extensive

bulls,

carrying children

Stone carvings

and elephants

express

recently
a

concern

for the rowers of nature and the seeming emphasis

on horned

animals belies an interest in

and

power as aspects

of

this

physical strength

larger power of

the natural

sexual
v/orld

14

-13-

Sometime during the
people from what is

second mi Honiara B.C.,

a fair-skinned

now Iran and Turkey swept down from the

northwest and subjugated

the necnle of the Indus Valley;

the

first of the many Aryan invasions that were to continue through
the 17th century.
faith, in which

The Aryans brought to India a polytheistic

the forces of nature were personified in a hier¬

archy of pods- who represented the realms

of heaven, skv ana

earth
'Ike Aryans developed the complex ritual of the fire sacri¬
fice as

a means

of expressing a spiritual correspondence between

the heavenly order,

the power of nature and human society.

Throuph

their fire sacrifice they invoked the pod Agni whose essence
they believed rose from the altar to he kindled anew in heaven.
There the fire of Agni became the lightning and the thunder;
and

then he became the rain and returned to earth

of the streams

from which the bounty of nature grew.

of Agni became part of the trees
man helped return Agni
fire sacrifice,

to be the water
The strength

that grew along the streams and

to heaven again by his repetition of the

36

The ritual of the fire sacrifice was accompanied by the re¬
citation of mantras.

These -were ritually Prescribed savings

which by their sound embodied
meaning.
with

the truth of god.

Sounds convev a presence.

the meaning of the words

Words convev

Mantras were not concerned

that composed them.

spiritual significance of a mantra was that its

Rather,

the

sound was an

-

aspe

ct of the pod.

tion,

of divinity.

14-

It wap a quality,
A mantra was the

not merely a representa¬
existence of pod?

not merely

his invocation.
So we

can see now that the manner in which

the early Hindus

developed the auditory sensation as an expression of their re¬
ligiosity was radically different from the western tradition
which relied so much upon visualization (Christ walking on water,
the turninp of water into wine,
dead).

'7e

the rising of Lazarus from the

must see that they were evolving ways

of experiencing

their faith that for us have no Precedent.
Unlibe the civilization of the Indus Valley,
Aryan settlers to the subcontinent possessed
ious
posed

literature.

The Rig Veda,

_

Here on.

is the oldest religious

still loo Led upon as

ing excerpt describes the fire

an extensive relig¬

a collection of 1G?,8 hymns

"between 1500 and 900 3.C. ,

in the world which is

the early

sacred.

sacrifice of Purus a,

the Cosmic

~

T7h e n th e y d i vi d e d th e I Tan,
into how many parts did they divide him?
’That was his mouth, what w^re his arms,
what were his thiphs and his feet called?

The moon arose from his mind,
from his eye was horn the sun,
from his mouth: Tndra and Agni ,
from his breath the wind was horn.

text

The follow¬

i Q

The Brahman was his mouth,
of hip arms was made the warrior,
his th i ph s he c a me th e vai s va,
of his feet the sudra were horn.

com¬
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From his navr] earns the air-.
from his h ead there- came -the shy,
from his feet the earth, the four quarters from hie
thus thev fashioned the worlds.

Brahman (line 5) refers
est

to the priestly class;

of the four Hindu castes.

Ksatriya:

ear

the high¬

The warrior class refers to the

the princes and rulers who comprised the second caste.

Vais^a (line 7) were low caste merchants and
Sudra (line s) were those of the

tradesmen,

and

lov/est caste fit only to sweep

the streets and clean up the dirt of the higher castes.

Thev

were untouchable.
mhis portion of the Rig Veda,

though

it was written three

thousand years ago, delineates a social structure which exists
todav in Indio, and Venal.

It establishes

a relationship between

the natural world and human society .as parallel orders
importance.
is

as- much

It states that the placement of people in castes
an inexorable part of the divine order as

sun, wind and earth.

is

the moon,

Those orders are connected by the sacri¬

fice of the Primal Being and the
based

of equal

on the experience

and

logic of their relation is

logic of human bodily functions.

The contributions by the

Aryans

of the fire sacrifice and

Rig Vedas are central to the framework of Present day Hinduism.
The fire sacrifice established the importance of ritual as a
means

of participating in the divine order,

ral. world imbued with the divine presence.
developed,

it came to he felt that the forms

and created a natu¬
As

this

tradition

of the world had

meaning only to the extent that they participated in the ritual.
This further evolved
world is

into the present notion that the phenomenal

illusory and that only the mantra has metaphysical
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reality.

This forms the basis for the Brahmanical tradition

which holds that the illusory quality of the real world ex¬
tends

to the body of man himself.

essence of the Brahma,
men,

the god

The only truth

of creation.

This

is

the

is

in all

the natural elements and the sound of the mantras*

then to this bit of Brahma in each

one,

It is

that man must look for

truth and not be misled by the designs of the phenomenal world.
This notion is reiterated,
is

irmlicity,

in the Hip Veda where it

seen that the different classes of man all emmanate from a

p ar t

of th o Divine Being,
We have seen the development of the Hindu religious

tion over thousands

of veers.

social order does such

ties of the

caslo system,

rigid hierarchy of caste
tarianism.
struct seems

The use

T7e must now ash what type of

a tradition create.

when studying Hindu society,

Many Westerners,

ore appalled by the gross

outrageous,

IHe separation of people into the
offends

the western notion of egali¬

nevertheless,

it must be admitted

been remarbably stable.

eties from such disparate cultures
and Catholic Portugal,

solves as military rowers, had

could be?

Conquering soci¬

as Hoslem Persia, Protestant

though clearly establishing thr
been ineffective in altering the

basic social organization of the Hindu masses.
selves how this

inequi¬

of moral law to justify such a social con¬

that this society has

England,

tradi¬

7/hat is

Ve must ask our

it about Hindu social life

that males it so seemingly impervious

to outside influences?

How could a system so obviously inequitable to us,

survive for
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so many thousands

of years?

patterns we would find

Kow are people socialized

intolerable?

stability and v/hat doss

this

What is

into

the source of its

tell us about how Hindus see

them-

oeIves «
The Pay Veda outlined the religiously prescribed structure
of society;

but it only hinted at

source of its

stability.

the moral lav/ which is the

To more fully delineate this moral

‘law, we must consult the teachings of the Bhagavad-Gi ta which
will help us

to understand the concepts

For it is in these two understandings;
appreciate the ethical focus

as

that we will come to

of Hindu social life.

The concent of Pharma is
sav it translates

of Pharma, and Karma.

cown lex but as

'‘function'*

or "duty."

a beginning we can

?0

The Kig Veda no-

sited the caste system as an inexorable part of the divine order.
As

the concept of Pharma evolved it came to be felt that the

harmony of the Pivinity depended upon the harmony of society.
Pact) person’s Pharma was

defined by his

caste position.

It v/as

the sum of those social functions that must be performed to
maintain the proper functioning of the sccial order.
attempt to change ones Pharma-

Any

to perform a Pharma that was not

proper to ones

caste would he to threaten the stability of the

heavenly world.

Since the integrity of the Divine order de¬

pended upon the performance

of these functions,

they came to

be appreciated in a religious sense as "duties,"
All men,

then, were

real importance whether

essential to society.
their position was

It was of no

that of a Brahman
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priest or an untouchable who swept the streets.
functioning of society's

The proper

and thus the maintainance of the divine

order? depended upon the fulfillment of rigidly decreed social
functions by each member

of society.

that the goal of human perfection is

The Bhagavad-Gita teaches
tied

to Dharma.

Now you shall hear how a man may become perfect? if
he devoted himself to the work which is natural to him, A
man will reach perfection if he does his duty as an act of
worship to the Lord? who is the source of the universe,
prompting all action, everwhere present,
A man’s own natural duty, even if it seems imperfectly
done, is better than work not naturally his own even if
this is well performed.
7/hen a man acts according to the
law of his nature, he cannot be sinning.
pt

--- The Yoga of Kenunciation^"*The societal implications of such a religious doctrine is

to

create a system which severely limits personal expression and
establishes a relationship between caste groups which is
competitive and interdependent.

non¬

Implicit in the concept of

Dharma is the belief that the social order is a reflection of
Divine knowledge.

The religious

injunction to fulfill ones

Dharma has the parallel function of maintaining the status quo.
Karma can be understood as the actions
fill ones Dharma.

necessary to ful¬

Both Karma and Dharma are intimately related

to the Concept of Brahma- the holy presence in all things.
is dedication to ones Dharma that enables

It

one to achieve that

perfection in which his bit of Brahma will join the totality of
heavenly Brahma which is believed to be the only Reality.

The

fulfillment of Dharma and the salvation to be achieved through
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merger with the heavenly "Brahma can he seen,

then,

to depend

upon Karma.
Since the only reality is
in all things,
seeks

the reality of Brahma which is

Karma which evokes egoistic attitudes, which

to glorify the phenomenal self,

impure.

is Karma that is ritually

The Bhagavad-Gita teaches that Karma (action in service

of Eharraa) must he devoid of self concern.

Ever engaged
In his meditation
on Brahma the Truth,
And full of compassion;
v/hen he casts from him
Vanity, Violence,
Pride, Lust, Anger
And all his possessions,
Totally free
from the senses of ego
and Tranquil of Hearts
Tliat man is ready
Eor oneness with Brahma.

---

The Yoga of Renunciation

op

An aspect of this self concern is an interest in the conse¬
quences of ones actions.

It is here that the ethical attitudes

of Hinduism differ so fundamentally from those
gious traditions.
important'8

happen,"

It is wrong for a Hindu to believe,

because the only importance is

of Brahma.

of Western reli¬
"I

am

the ultimate reality

It is equally wrong for them to believe "I made this

for that also aggrandizes the self and thus detracts

from Brahma.

The only way,

then, by which Karma can remain

pure is for the individual to dissociate

his actions from their
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consequences .

By doing this he insures that his actions v/ill

he selfless and that Brahma will he served.

The Gita instructs;

But he whose mind dwells
Beyond attachments
Untainted by ego
No act shall bind him
With any bond;
Though he slay these thousands
He
is no slayer.
The Yoga of Renunciatiore3
And elsewhere it states;

The act of sacred duty.
Done without attachment?
Not as pleasure desired.
Not as hated compulsion,
By him who has no care
Nor the fruit of his action;
That act is of sattwa.
The doer without desire?
Who does not boast of his deed
Who is ardent, enduring,
Untouched by triumph,
In failure untroubled;
He is a man of sattwa,
---

.

The Yoga of Renunciat: on

PA

The dissociation of action from its consequence is a diffi¬
cult concept to appreciate.

It is somewhat analagous

dissociation of sound from meaning in the Mantras.
culty in appreciating these
cally different modes

concepts

is

of why the two groups have had
one another.

The diffi¬

a measure of the basi¬

of conceptualization used

those from a Judeo-Christian tradition.

to the

by Hindus and

It is an expression of

such difficulty understanding

They think in different terms.
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The properly understood concept of Karma is
ethical concern of Hindu thought.

the central

It has established

a society

whose moral cohesiveness depends upon the raaintainance of a
formal structure of human relations with little concern for the
quality of interpersonal relations.
human relations

It is

this structure of

that is felt to reflect and support the struc¬

ture of divine order.

The ethical position of Karma has served

to mute self-expression while wedding social stability to a
need for religious salvation.

In so doing,

it remains

the most concervative social doctrines in the world

one of

C.

Brahma nr, and Limbus- Competition for land
multi-ethnic society of Eastern Nepal
Long ago in the mythic past*

Benares in the Indian plains
now eastern Nepal.

and power in the

ten brothers emigrated

from

to the foothill region of what is

There they encountered cruel rulers whose

oppression they could not endure.

The brothers and their fami¬

lies rose up and defeated their oppressors.

Through generations

they prospered and established a sovereign nation- Lirnbuan, Land
of the Limbu.

25

Luring the 17th and 18th centuries high

caste Brahmans

(members of the priestly class) fled to Nepal to escape the ex¬
panding influence of the Mogul (Moslem)

invaders in northern

Q ft

India/

There they settled in the Kathmandu Valle?/ where they

quickly became the political rivals of the Newars who ruled the
valle?/ as a Buddhist Kingdom.

Two hundred years ago

the Newari

rule was toppled by the expanding Brahman populace and the state
was converted to a Hindu Kingdom under the Thakuri dynasty.

27

The political and military power of this Hindu nation grew and
it began to increase its

territorial holdings- gradual 1?/ moving

out of the Kathmandu Valle?/ and proceeding further and further
east.

In the late 18th century it came up against the deeply

entrenched power of the Limbus.
well known, war was avoided.
the Hindu Kings

on

°

For reasons

that are not

The Limbus proffered loyalty to

of the Kathmandu Valley and in exchange re¬

ceived permanent ownership to their
of self government.

land as well as a degree
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Soon after that agreement an influx of high caste Brahmans
into Limbuan began that has continued to the present day*

The

social history of eastern Nepal is the story of competition be¬
tween these two ethnic groups for political power and the limited
economic resources

that the region has to offer.

The mythic beginnings of Limbuan notwithstanding,
bus are of Mongolian racial extraction.

the Lim¬

They are the indige¬

nous people of eastern Nepal who, in the years before the ad¬
vent of the Brahmans, developed their own cultural institutions.
Limbu religion is a malleable collection of animist beliefs
which can tale on the patina of Hinduism where neighboring
people are Hindu but can also adopt the customs
where the surrounding populace

is Buddhist.

2°
^

of Buddhism
They pay homage

to deities of the mountains and streams but the center of their
religious belief is worship of household gods.

These gods are

brought with a bride to her husband’s home when she marries, mak¬
ing the gods of a particular household an expression of maternal
lineage,
There are no sacred
religious

texts

scriptures

to compare with the numerous

of the high caste Brahmans.

the Limbu to indicate

This is taken by

their own cultural inferiority.

According

to Limbu storytellers,

the Sages wrote the holy books and floated

them down the rivers.

Both Limbu and Brahman found them, but

the Brahman studied

them, while the Limbu ate the covers and

used the pages for fire.

The reasons for this self-criticism
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are obscure.

But the poor self-image that it indicates

is per¬

haps one reason why the ancient power of the Limbu has been so
widely eroded by encroaching Brahman influence.
Limbu customs allow for three mechanisms

of marriage.

A

marriage may be arranged by members of neighboring, but unre¬
lated families.

In this

case,

the groom must present a sum of

money to his father-in-lav; to compensate him for the loss of
his daughter.

He must also honor his bride’s relatives with a

feast of meat and liquor.

In addition he must make annual pil¬

grimages with his wife back to her home where each time he must
present his father-in-law with gifts.

An arranged marriage

can net the father of the bride approximately 1000 rupees

(£100, ).
'Z

This, where the average yearly income is
becomes

then,

a substantial sum of money.

of a daughter is

T

only 1650 rupees
Thus

,

the marriage

a source of continuing material wealth

to a

Limbu and a man with many daughters is felt to he fortunate9
This,

as we will soon see, is in marked distinction to the Brah¬

man who is

thought to be spiritually deprived by having daughters,

Carriages may also be effected by
unmarried girl.

In this

option,

the elopement of

the marriage becomes

an

official

when the girlhas been away from her home for at least three
days.

Upon returning to the home of the bride’s father,

couple announce the marriage as a fiat accompli and
accepted.^2
by theft.

Lastly,

the

it is

a Limbu marriage may be accomplished

A sum of money must be given to assuage the pride
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of the former husband

(usually about 450

rupees)

but once

this is done, the marriage is as proper and respectable as
one that is arranged.33
reduce a woman’s

a pre-marital pregnancy does not

chances of finding a husband,'^

The vast

majority of marriages are monogamous.
For the Limbu, a man’s material wealth is his farmland.
It is inherited equally by all his male and unmarried fe¬
male children.^5

When a son marries he

portion of the land.

is entitled to

When all the children have

to start their own families,

his

left home

the Parents are entitled

to heep

a portion of land for themselves to farm in their old age.
When parents die,

this remaining land is also divided among

the heirs.
Before the Brahmans came to eastern Nepal, the Limbu con¬
trolled vast land areas and farmland was plentiful.
was their source of wealth
tion,

however,

as a people.

With each

This
genera- •

landholdings came to be divided into smaller

and smaller portions.

A point was reached after many gen¬

erations, where the Limbu could not support his family on
land given him.

Tie was forced to borrow money from

but landless Brahmans.

As

interest on the principle,

Brahman obtained farming rights to part of
ing further the acreage the Limbu could
uating his need for capital.^
of his farmland was

again reduced

the

land,

the

wealthy
the
reduc¬

cultivate-thus perpet¬

With each

loan,

the acreo,ge

renewing his need for
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additional capital,

A viscious cycle was established and

the Limbi! sank further and

further into debt0

It is important here not
It

to see the Brahmans as villans.

was the Limbu tradition of equal inheritance

that was

the principle source of the economic a.nd political decline.
The mathematics

of this mode of inheritance are

Paced with a fixed amount

of land and

inescapable,

a slowlv but steadily

increasing population3? it was only a matter of
the

time before

size of farm plots proved insufficient to meet family

needs.

Brahmans arrived in eastern Nepal at a time when

their capital was needed by the well-landed yet poor Limbus,
It was

this historical circumstance that allowed for

the

slow but relentless transfer of power from the indigenous
Limbu to the high
The Brahmans

of eastern Nepal observe all the customs

and nroscrintions
position.

caste Brahmans,

that define their religiously superior

The requirements of caste membership

all aspects of their daily

like.

influence

This reflect a fundamental

fear of ritual and physical pollution which has

its ante-

cedants in the concern for cleanliness first documented by
the ruins of the nublic baths of the Indus Valley Civilization,
It is

a concern which has

informed Hindu tradition now

for

five thousand years.
Their fear of pollution is
towards food
the

and menstruation.

kitchen is an area that

indicated by

their

attitudes

In the Brahman household.

can only be approached by rit-

ually qualified people.

This includes adult males and non¬

menstruating females and

specifically excludes

members of any other (and thus
males may enter the
ing,

Before Brahman

kitchen, they must perform ritual bath¬

especially of the feet,

vhich is

lower) caste.

children and

and don a special white loin cloth

only worn at meals.

At the end of each meal,

cooking area is replastered with dung and

the
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clay.

Cow manure might seem an inappropriate material for Brah¬
mans

to use in their kitchens,

must remain
of "dirt"

ritually pure.

"dirty".

obvious problems
concents

the house

that

It indicates that the perception

is culturally determined and thus relative.

that Brahmans and Westerners
as being

an area of

do not "see"

It mean

the same objects

This difference in perception presents

to health workers

attempting to

inculcate

of cleanliness which might not be concordant with

those of the native populace.

It is a complex,

frustrating

problem affecting all transcultural health efforts.
Host Brahmans are strict vegetarians.
and sheep on rare

occasions.

They never

Some will eat goat
eat beef.

Their

caste restrictions forbid them from eating food cooked by
non-Brahmans.
bers

It also prohibits

them from eating with mem¬

of other castes even if the food is cooked by a ritually

qualified Brahman.
The fear of pollution that defines
also establishes

their eating habits

strict rules for treating women during their

menstrual periods.

When a young woman has her first bleed
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she is immediately removed

from the house and placed in a

separate dwelling for two weeks,

During this period she must

not see any of her male relatives for fear of contaminating
them.

She is considered untouchable even by other

women.

During her second cycle this confinement in repeated for
seven days and during the

third cycle for four,39

is untouchable during the

first four days of her menstrual

cycle.

a woman

At the end of this period she must bathe and

all her clothes before she arain can cook for and

wash

touch

male members of her familv.
Brahman marriages differ from Limbu in
free choice.

the

absence of

All marriages are arranged, preferably before

the female reaches

puberty,

and

are validated for divine

acceptance by an astrologerDivorce is not an option as
it

would be an affront to the divine order.

ceremonies are joyous occasions
and drink,

accompanied by much dancing

a Brahman ceremony is a somber affair in which

a priest intones from holy scriptures.
the

This

ceremony reflects a basic difference in

between the two groups.
affecting the
scale.

lives

In contrast,

Limbu make them ( ....
Nepal.

Whereas Limbu

The quality and

difference in
temperament

extent of prohibitions

of Brahmans is at least Victorian in
the good natured gregariousness
to extend the metaphor)

of

the Irish

These basic differences in temperament make

the
of

the Brahman

appear arrogant to the Limbu and the Limbu appear primitive
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to the Brahman.

It is a fundamental cleavage between these

two groups that is reinforced by differences in racial
origin and by the prerogatives of caste.
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D.

A Health Profile of the Hill People-Their Problems and
Resources

The diseases that afflict the hill people are a f met ion of
their poverty.

The way in which

they come to

is related to their Hindu beliefs and their

understand

ability to seek

medical assistance is determined by the mountainous
and

the

limited government resources.

them

terrain

A national health

policy must tahe all of these inter-related concerns into
account

when attempting to determine appropriate health

measures.
relates

Before we

looh at this problem, specifically as

to the management of

tuberculosis

it

and in a larger

sense to general health care planning, we must first have an
appreciation for the matrix of health problems that affect

the

hill people of eastern Nepal.
Of these,

the one

related concerns

least ammenable to solution are

the

of family planning and population control.

The present population of Nepal is about ten million and it
increases at the rate of
rate is

per year4^

150 per 1000 live births.^2

The infant mortality

37^ of all deaths

are

infant deaths and 19% of all deaths occuring after infancy
occur before age 5,'^

A poll of women over fifty years of

age indicated that approximatelv half of their children were
alive.
have

Host women would have six live births

in order to

three children surviving to adulthood.4^ One half

population is under nine teen. 4c>

the
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Tho ideal family size is four or five children.^
presence of a male heir is

imnortant to all the peoples of

the hill region hut it is especially important to
Brahmans who require that a son participate in
ceremonies of his narents.

The

the

the funeral

Failure to begot a son will

mean that their funeral ceremonies will not be ritually
acceptable and they will be forced to return in
life as ghosts who will haunt their ancestors

the next

and bring bad

luck on the household.
Surprisingly,

a large majority of women surveyed approved

the idea of family planning though virtually no one used
birth

control methods themselves or even knew of

women who did.

This strong endorsement of family planning

was found in women of all castes.4®
at least four children is
that this

any other

But

since a family with

a widely accepted ideal,

interest in family planning may be

it appears

an interest in

the spacing of pregnancies rather than an absolute reduction
in the size of familiess

The important point here is

the infant and child mortality figures are so
is necessary for women to have twice as many

high

that

that it

live births in

order to have a given number of children survive into adult¬
hood.
The problem of rising population and low utilization of
family planning methods relates
family as well an to the high

to the ideal of

the large

child mortality rate.

But

the ideal of the

large family must be viewed as

a

separate from that of the high mortality rates.
majority of

the Hill People are subsistance

problem

The vast

level farmers.

Large families provide a definite economic advantage by
supplying the household with a labor force to
work of farming.
are so strong,
parents
Finally,

that

In a land where family and

the existence of
they will be

hard

kinship ties

a large family insures

taken care of in

the

their old

age.

the participation of children in various religious

ceremonies is viewed as
of

do the

the household.

important to

the

spiritual well being

In a pre-secular culture such

as

rural

Nepal, this is a very important function indeed.
The desire for a large family is

a

quality of

It has a logic which is consistent with the

the

aims of

culture

the

culture and which provides real benefits for its people,
program which would seek to reduce the ideal family
by

changing attitudes would have

edifice which is
of

whether,

ics

of

with

centuries

old.

given the culture,

the area,

A

size

to compete with a cultural
It also begs

climate,

the question

terrain,

and

econom¬

the people might not in fact be worse

off

nuclear families of two children.
The notion of family size is a culturally ingrained

It is unlikely that public policy could alter such a
held belief.

This is

not true for

and child mortality rates.

deeply

the problem of high infant

The cultural need

for a given family size though

notion.

appears

to

be

not a given rate of fertility.

-
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The high number of children +hat a woman has

in her lifetime

is explained by the diseases that hill children in Nepal and
which

thus necessitate high

fertility rates

in order to

sustain the ideal family size.
The issue then for a country like Nepal is how to
with

deal

the problem of high mortality rates and fertility

that are then encouraged.
for health workers but.
numbers

This question has

importance not only

also for economic planners.

of live births per year necessitates

rates

The high

that significant

economic resources be shifted from productive members

of

society (older children and adults) to nonproductive members
of

society (small children).

High fertility rates

thus

absorb large amounts of a nation5s wealth and prevent it from
making the types of caoital improvements

(roads,

schools,

hospitals) whigh would raise the general standard of living
and which ironically are
rate

well associated with decreases

the

of infant mortality.

There presently are two schools of though

on

how best

deal with the related phenomena of high mortality rates
high

in

fertility rates.

One contends^ J^»ol

that a

to

and

decrease

in death rate through public health measures must precede a
decrease

in fertility rate as

a means of convincing people

that the need for multiple pregnancies
a given size is no longer real.
it

does not allow for the

lag

Though

to

establish a family
this may be

time needed f-:v

true

.. •. ural

for cultural attitudes to catch up with the
of decreased mortality.

During

medical fact

this period,

there is

danger of rapid increases

in population caused by a

of low mortality and high

fertility.

argues

The other

that public education must first be used

a

situation

school"^
to decrease

fertility, so that subsequent decreases in mortality do
result in large population increases.
realistic.

This

idea seems

It is unlikely that fertility would be

in the face of high child mortality as
the concept of an ideal family.

this

reduced

The issue remains unresolved.

population increase reflects a deeply held
The

un¬

would threaten

The inability of public policy to reduce

for large families.

not

inability to

the

rate of

cultural preference

reduce

infant mortal¬

ity rates is a fuction of the people's poverty and living
conditions which themselves .are part of
of national development.
child mortality.

the

larger problems

T7e see that poverty sustains high

This stimulates high fertility rates

which

divert capital resources from developmental projects which
seek to raise

the standard of living.

Thus poverty is

perpetuated and through sustained high fertility rates,
its

becomes

own cause.
Tiie llepalis eat twice each

day.

dhal bhat-rice and lentil beans.
varies.
lifetime.

It is

Each time

they eat

It is a menu which never

consumed every day, week after week,

It is no

wonder that

for

they eat their meals

a
quickly

and do not make dining a social grace.

This

staple

is

supplemented with potato, spinach, pumpkin, dairy products
and,

only rarely, meat.

Prom October through February,

citrus fruits are plentiful.
luxury.

This

creates a diet with ample amounts of

thiamin and niacin.
Riboflavin.

It is deficient in Vitamin A

Because of the

major source of protein is
an amount of
enough

Eggs are available but

expense
lentil

of

eggs

beans.

dietary protein which is low

the diet is

a

calories
and

and meat,

th

This provides

to prevent gross deficiency states.

protein in

are

yet still great
The

clearly marginal and may

sible for decreased resistance to infections

amount of
be respon¬

and impeded

growth c53
The average minimum per capita daily food intake for
typical hill village is54

Calories

2162

protein
f at
carbohydrates

Protein
Fat
Car boh yd r at e s
Calcium
Iron
Vitamin A
Thiamine
Riboflavin
Iliacin
Ascorbic Acid

62.5
41.2
383.0
467
11.6
826
1.9
0.8
22.3
400

gms
gms
gms
mgms
mgms
I.U.
mgms
mgms
mgms
mgms

a
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There is

no iodine in

The prevalence

the diet and goitres

are common.0^

of leprosy is estimated to he 1% of

the

.
qa
population*
Due to a vigorous smallpox vaccination program sponsored
by

the United Nations,

controlled*

this disease process

is

now well

q7

The malaria eradication program has eliminated this
from the hill regions

though sporadic cases remain in

disease
the

tropical terai.
The principle causes
sitic infections.

of morbidity and mortality are para-

This tabes its greatest toll on

young

children who suffer significant disability from chronic and
acute gastrointestinal and respiratory tract infections.
As might be expected, human defecation is promiscuous.

Water

is frequently obtained from streams that run through rice
paddies

and pasture

ation is

lands.

During the Monsoon, fecal contamin¬

compounded.

When illness strikes,

the

from western style doctors,
from practitioners

afflicted can

relief

local religious healers,

or

of Ayurvedia- Hindu herbal medicine.

Rather than competing with each
to health

seek

other,

care actually compliment each

the

differing

other because

approaches
they

seek to answer different questions.
Ayurvedia is a science peculiar to the Indian subcontin¬
ent,

It has a tradition that is

thousands of years

old.
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Its philosophical underpinnings are the Hindu beliefs in
the importance of order, hierarchy,

and harmony.

As

caste system and the natural world are reflections
divine order, so too is good health a measure

the

of

the

of divinity.

Disruptions in the normal state of well being are

thought

to be due to imbalances in the three funaemental substances:
Auta (wind or flatulence). Pitta (bile or gall),
(phlegm or mucous ).^8

The cause

of

and Kapha

the imbalance may be

altered diet but wore importantly,

sickness is

felt

due to the displeasure of the gods

or the spirits

to

of

be

ancestors.

It is an expression in somatic terms of a disruption in
harmony,

indicating that social,

economic,

divine

or religious

boundries havebeen transgressed,Ayurvedia offers

the sick

herbal preparations that will restore the balance

the

fundamental substances.
to wear charms and
the snirits

offer sacrifices

as

a means

of propitiating

they have angered,^0

religious values.

and seeks
So

the

It

is

concerned with

only to cure or at least make the

two systems of medical care can

because that responds to different needs.
physician asks
extent that his
appreciated.

three

Religious healers encourage the sick

ll/estem medicine operates on a level that is
of

of

the

independent

altered physiology
ill comfortable.

function together
The

western

question " What is wrong ?",

knowledge

can relieve suffering it

The traditional medical systems

To

the
is

justly

are concerned
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instead with

the ethical question ,,TVhy are

and how can they be

the spirits

angrv

appeased?”.

It is interesting to

see that in an

services are offered the people have

area where both

come to understand which

hind of doctor is best for

which kind of problem.

instance,

and weight loss, people will

for cough, fever,

seek out the western uhyeician who will give
rnysin,

them

INK and PAS and there is some feeling that

is better medicine
However,

than that offered by

For

Btreptothis

the Ayurvedic doctor.

if a man is upset because he has no

sons, he

will

not go to a western physician because it is

recognized

his medicine has no cure for

He

this problem.

will

seek aid from a religious healer or practitioner of
Eastern and T/estern medicine,
to offer the hill people

instead
Ayurvedia.

then, both have something

of eastern Nepal.

care policy would be wise to make use of
both

that

A national health
the knowledge

of

traditions.

Hospitals and clinics

are

located in

major towns.

of these have physicians who are employees
government.

of

the

Some

central

They work for a period of three years before

being re-assigned to hospitals in other regions of Nepal.
hospital is given a supply of medicine
year.

It usually runs out in

to last the

three months.

bazaar.

them in

Host of the drugs are made in India and are

by western physicians to be of poor

entire

After that

patients must have relatives buy medicine for

quality.

breakdown of health resources in eastern Nepal.

Each

time
the

thought

Below is

a

HEALTH CAKE RESOURCES AND PELS OKIE L

Me chi Zone

Kosi Zone

Rational

581,245

835,025

11,289,968

Hospitals

3

2

34

Health Posts

4

18

197

Ayurvedic Clinics

6

3

82

13

23

313

Population

Total Dispensaries
Ratio to Population
(1 facility per)

44,700

36,300

36,100

Doctors

7

20

289

Purses

3

19

195

Mur sc Hi dvi ve s

9

31

265

Sr, Auxiliary Health
77or Per

3

5

80

As see, He al th Tor Pe r

10

59

535

A?st«
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E.

Living with

Life in

the villages

changed much
ation in
interest,

the Nerali

in

and farms of eastern kepal has not

the past few hundred years.

So any alter-

the pattern of daily life is cause for

great

Y/hite people are still a rarity in many

parts

of the country and our arrival generated intense interest
wherever we traveled,

7/hen we set up our vaccination centers

each day I quite felt like the lies si ah come.
children would huddle in groups
laughing and giggling to
to

a short

themselves.

them in my fractured ITepali

and

Crowds

distance away,
I would say something

they would laugh up¬

roarious ly, repeating to themselves over and over
words

the exact

I had said to them , no doubt much amused by ray

garization of their language.
spectacle knew no bounds.

Their enjoyment of

They would

few ran away up into the hillside

buffoon from America,
no less interested.

They would

glance and smile in my

to male certain
this

that their
fair skinned
though

to themselves with an occasional

direction.

The teenage girls were

They would try their hardest to look at

laugh,

a

assemble in small groups

without my being aware and on occasion when our
would blush,

this

The adults were more circumspect,

and speak in hushed voices

the shyest of all.

vul¬

laugh a,nd laugh until

friends did not miss the further antics of

they

of

eyes met

and quickly turn their heads

mo
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It

appeared as though all the wort of farm and home

stopped when we arrived.

Our hosts were polite and

gracious hut for many we were objects
but of

wonder.

And

always

not merely of interest

thus began the invariable stare,

had never before been the
by so many people at one

I

object of such intense inspection
time.

Groups would gather

together

standing a polite distance away and gaze at me intently for
minutes

at a time.

Staring at my shoes, my

inspecting from a distance my

blue sweater;

watch band and knapsack.

All

this attention made me mildly uncomfortable and I would
frequently get up for a walk along
my batteries", regenerate my
and

the hillside to "recharge

sense of privacy and

convince myself that despite all

dignity,

this attention,

probably was not all that interesting.

This

leave

I

taking

was generally respected in most places but in a few this
merely signaled

to

now become a parade,
year olds,
doubt
doing.

the populace that the
as people,

led by

sideshow

would

the couregous

followed me in my walks along

seven

the hillside,

no

asking themselves what exactly in God’s name I was
In times

like that, I

frequently asked myself

the

same question.
But my tone

of bemused whimsy quickly vanished when I had

to deal in these circumstances with my need for privacy when
defecating.

My wife and I frequently were in

where it was impossible to be

alone.

Wherever

situations
we

went,
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soraeone was usually

foilwing us

what we would do next.
problem was
Florish

Our only solution to

to return to

one of us

Great

taken.

Everyone,

thankfully,

together to be a part of the portrait.

7/hile

the other would sneak out into

the

The photographer would stall for time by giving

great concern to balance in
young man from

the pictures

moving the

the right front to the left back,

elderly woman from the side to the middle,
as much
hoax,

with

would pull out my camera and announce

all-this was going on
woods.

of

this vexing

the homestead where

that a group picture would be
would rush

in eager anticipation

time as was needed.

Looking back on

I make no apologies for its gile.

was happy and I
of film

and

was daily thankful that I

the short

on and on
this

It

tall

for

obvious

worked.

Everyone

had brought plenty

with me.

The Nenalis
necessities

spent much time

of daily life.

these responsibilities.
had running water,.

and effort meeting

Living with them,

Lone of the villages

Each day began with a

river to fillup drums with
tainer up on my shoulder,

water.

the

v;e came

to

share

or homesteads

walk down to

the

Hoisting the heavy con¬

the work of the day could not begin

until I made the hike back up the hill whose incline had now
magically increased during
facilelv skipped down.
each dav

the few moments since I had

so

This ritual was repeated several times

At one village, Sharon tried to

explain to

the
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women that in America each house had faucets and
ran up into every house.
oisbelief,

They looked at

that water

each other in

Such was the distance between our two cultures.

Because water was difficult to transport,
washing clothes
rice patties.

always

took place by

In one village,

river or in

the community bath was

trickle of water from a bamboo ripe in
ricefields.

the

bathing and
the
the

the middle of

The tap was always open and men and

the

women

would gather together to bathe.

Propriety dictated that

men remain in

women were expected

a sarong.

their shorts and

Etiquette required that one

tap and onlv stand underneath

soap up away from the

at the conclusion of

This reduced traffic around the

tc wear

the bath.

tap and prevented the bather

from tripping over the women who had squatted down to scrub
her pots

or wash her clothes.

Early on in my stay,

I had decided, that

business was not really for me.
cold and I decided that it was
The British physician (
Trust

) had rigged

house.
with

up

this rice patty

The river water
time I had a real

was

always

hot shower.

a member of the Britain-llepal Medical

a makeshift shower stall outside his

It consisted of an old five gallon fuel oil drum

a penny sized hole in the bottom.

This

suspended from the second storv window and
tubing ran down the side of
an old orange juice

can.

apparatus was
some rubber

the house into the

top

of

The bottom of the can had been
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pole d wi tli holes

ano so» Voila J »

had to boat the

water which I had to lug uphill from

village

tap.

heating

up

a. shower,

But

first

being somewhat deficient,

it

took me

Ily boy

the real test:

I had

and

scout

the better part

afternoon to build a roaring fire and heat

the

to lug this big drum of

moment I poured it into the unpcr drum of
stop watch began.

shower,

seconds,

what

Now-

was
The

the shower,

the

outside,

the house and into the shower stall,

I was

I realized,

the

water.

In a flash I raced downstairs,

around the corner of

shills,
of

practically boiling water up two flights of stairs.

T/ithin

the

This necessitated building a wood fire

the water on the dung stove.

I

out of my

though,

quickly and so I rubbed

clothes and under

the

that the v/ater would run out

rand scrubbed feverishly and rinsed

myself off only a few seconds before all the

water ran out.

The entire shower could not have lasted more

than a minute,

though it was about two hours in preparation.

It

seemed

to be more trouble than it was worth and I subsequently re¬
turned

to the comradory of my colleagues

As scarse as white people were in
were scarcer still.

in

the

rice fields.

the hills white women

The scrutiny that I received daily

minimal compared to that reserved for my wife Sharon,
women would frequently come up to her and ask
children we had,

’Then she told

how long we had been married.
been married for four years,

Nepali

how many

them we had none they
"Then she

was

asked

told them we had

they looked at

each

other.
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surprised and embarrassed
our secret shame.
her

that they had unwittingly uncovered

One old lady comforted Sharon by

" baini, Amoricama nani dcri bistare aunsa."

daughter, do not be concerned.
just come more slowly.)

In America,

tolling
(

Uy

babies probably

In one village, my

wife told

several

women that she had decided voluntarily not to have children
and

that such was a common practice in

America.

at each other disbelieving, but more important
somewhat offended that a woman would make
for herself.

to downplay our lack of

of a culture and people who
rigid views

us,

a

choice

expected us

a family.

It may be surprising to some that I

such

to

such

V/c soon learned that social mores

They looked

stared

on childbearing

can

had

and family life, made me

away into

defecate.

was

such

fondly

at me so intently,

bathe in a rice patty and run
nevertheless,

speak so

the

the

woods

case.

It

to

stems

in part from the feeling of acceptance and belonging that
eventually is extended to one
culture.

I can appreciate now the social and psychic dislo¬

cation experienced in
from the
of

third

traditional village

a better livlihood.

to feel wanted.

not much

world nations as
to

the modern

In the village,

Everyone belongs.

intimate and enveloping.
there is

living in a traditional village

people move

city in

search

all people are made

Social

interactions

are

Once the crops have been planted,

to do but wait for them to

grow.

Con-
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seque.ntly, people need each
others company.
about life in

There is

other and

learn to

enjoy each

an easy casualness and informality

the bazaar and one learns how to

entire day walking from shop

to shop,

spend an

talking with acquain¬

tances , playing rummy with friends under

a tree,

sipping

tea with your neighbor and in general not doing much
anything.
gradually,

An American can slip into this pace of
often without

of
life only

realizing until, when he must

suddenly break away, he feels the sense of loss

and comes

to understand how much these people have meant

to

how much he will miss

them.

him

and

TUBERCULOSIS IN NEPAL-THE PR OBIS II OP CHRONIC DISEASE I.IANAGSISNT

A.

The Magnitude

of the Problem

Tuberculosis is a public health problem of large propor¬
tion in most developing nations.
alence of lH« ^

It is

It has an

estimated prev¬

not known how many people in Nepal

are infected but it is reasonable to suppose
of

the disease roughly approximates

poor nations.

that the extent

that found in

Though precise figures

other

are not available*

it

is felt that tuberculosis

is responsible for significant

mortality in children and

old people.

spread morbidity among adults.
man-hours reflects itself in

It also produces wide

The decrease
the

loss

of

in productive

wealth

to

the

family and the nation.

The increased child mortality due

this

a high fertility rate which further

disease encourages

to

drains resources,
Ncpalis are susceptible to infection for many
The importance

of Unship ties has

caused many

what are essentially family compounds.
to one
It is

common for three generations to live in
are made of clay and dung.

Crowded living conditions

live close

to

one house.

They lack

windows.

the tubercle bacillus.

develop quickly among family members

easily be spread to relatives in nearby households.
marginal

house.

and poor ventilation encourage

spread by droplet infection of
infection can

to live in

Relatives

another and frequently move from house

Host dwellings

reasons.

the
The

and can
A

in protein may contribute to depressed immune

diet
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responses which may convert infection into fulminating dis¬
ease.
Tuberculosis,

then,

is part of

the

way

they live.

is intimately tied to their social patterns,

choice of

natural materials available for building and

to

rigors

of living in the mountains.

social fabric.

It is

It
foods,

the physical

a disease of

their
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3C

Ihc Role of* "the

Britain-Nepal Medical Trust

The Britain-Nepal Medical Trust directs
culosir program in eastern Nepal for the
in Kathmandu.

central

government

It has been operating in Nepal now for five

years and is funded
Kingdom.

the anti-tuber-

through private charities in

Its medications

are purchased at cost or donated

by American and British pharmacutical firms.
is prepared in Japan and donated
United Nations,

under the

The Trust receives

Nepalesse government.

the United

It is

BCG vaccine
auspices

no funding from

only authorized

to

of the
the

provide

professional services directly related to the control of
tuberculosis.

The

central government does

not permit the

Trust to provide general medical care.
The Trust is staffed by approximately fifteen individuals.
They are all Caucasian.
who manage
Mhankuta,

A third of these are physicians

the tuberculosis outpatient clinics
Ilam,

and Biratnigar,

of the physicians agree to
two years.

Most of the

the Trust offices

Britain-Nepal Medical
of the physicians

Trust tend

are married

a modes •.

in Britain.

all

salary are

Members

of

to be young adults.

the
Several

and have small children.

tolerate well the physical discomforts
in Nepal.

staff and

work in Nepal for a period of

Their expenses as well as

provided by

in Chainpur*

and hardships

of life

They all work extremely hard under difficult

circumstances.

The committment to their work is

Member

total.
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Their affection for the iTepali people is genuine.
The nodical staff of
dissatisfied with

the Trust have recently become

the limited health

that they have been given by
have

central

government.

questioned the effectiveness of the outpatient

and have been
have

the

care responsibilities

are upset at their inability to

their special training for the broad benefit of
Their disillusionment is

appropriateness

use

the Nepali

an expression of

the in¬

of the western model of medical care that they

have been providing.
type shills

They

that their sophisticated shills have not

been well utilized and

people.

clinics

discouraged by their meagre results.

come to see

They

The doctor-patient,

one

to one,

curative

that are the basis of western medicine are poorlv

suited to the problem of tuberculosis

medicine in lleral,

Te will see that the proper role for the physician in a
developing nation is

not that of clinician but

of administrator, policy maker,

and

rather that

supervisor of

a health

care team composed primarily of paramedical personnel.
Trust physicians erred
curative medicine

in bringing western physician-intensive,

to an area that

effective use of it.

to

was

not

equipped to make

The dissatisfaction and frustration

arose when they realized
valid,

The

that though

the skills were certainly

the context was radically different and not amenable

the form of medicine in

which

they had been

trained.
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A study of the accomplishments

of the Trust will make

this point clear.

C.

The Curative Effort

The Britain-Nepal Medical Trust has made a major com¬
mittment to the establishment of outpatient tuberculosis
ics in the foothills
a British

of eastern Nepal.

trained physician with

paramedical personnel.

clin¬

Each clinic is run by

the assistance of one or more

The clinics

in Ilam and Chainpur

lack

electricity, X-ray facilities,

and a laboratory capable of cul¬

turing pathogens.

in Dhankuta and Biratnagar do

The clinics

have electricity and
is

an X-ray machine.

The clinic in Biratnagar

in the Torai where population is denser and

easier.
of the

transportation

It sees a larger number of the TB patients.
clinics has spread by word of mouth

years and most of the cases

Knowledge

over the past few

are self-referr-nl.

All of the

clinics in the Kills

(ilam, Dhankuta,

and Chainpur)

only oper¬

ate in the mornings,

there not being enough patients

to keep

them open all day,
A major frustration ^Ith the clinic program is that it is
underutilized.

As

for tbis service is
th e ph ys i c i an1 s

Clinic
Dh an buta
Ch ai npur
11 am
Biratnagar

the table below indicates, patient demand
not great enough

to make efficient use of

2
time.'"

19 72

19 73

23

30
9
22
80

9
*
*
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* The Ilam and Biratnapar clinics did not open until 1973

These are important statistics "because they are a measure of
the need for physician’s services.
the patient need

Once the diagnosis

only see the physician for

the occasional drug reaction and for three
ups,

is made,

the management of
or four month

cboch-

Sputum-positive patients or those presumed to have T3 on

the "basis of history and physical exam,
in the clinic village for tv/o months
of Streptomycin.

ere encouraged to remain

to receive daily injections

This request involves a major disruption in

their lives and many are not able to stay for a full course of
injections.

Arrangements can sometimes he made for patients

to receive Streptomycin injections in their home villages
government trained health worher lives there.
in addition,

if a

Therapy consists,

of IKK and PAS t a he n daily for a total of IS months,
)

Patients are given a tour month supply of medication and ashed
to return to the clinic when the medication is finished.

There

they are weighed, seen by the physician and given a new supply
of medication,

all of which are provided free

The important point is

of charge.

that most of the work is done by

paramedical personnel so that the physician functions mostly as
a diagnostician,
The diagnosis,

leaving routine therapeutic management to others,

itself,

is usually routine and is frequently per¬

formed in a satisfactory manner by visiting medical students
from Britain and

America.

of physicians are
If physicians

TTe conclude that the time and shill

not well utilized in this

type

cannot be efficiently employed

of arrangement.
in the Kill

Tuberculosis

clinics,

the curative service

the question must then be asked whether
itself is being well utilized.

That is,

even if the physician himself is not well utilized, is
istence

the ex¬

of a clinic with paramedical personnel and free medi¬

cation being used to a great extent by the oeople in the ares.?
The table below describes the utilization of the Ham TB clinic
as a function of the number of hours people must walk to get
there.

The traveling times

young male.

are approximately those of a healthy

For older people,

those debilitated with

they are probably greater.

active TB,

The table also makes reference
(people who fail to continue

For

they are assuredly greater.

to the number of defaulters

their treatment).

This

is an im¬

portant problem that will be discussed later.

UTILIZATION OF THE IL/JJ TUBCLCULOSIS CLINIC

• tanco

from

N of Patients

i-

of Pef aulters

LL.o£J>

Clinic
0-8 hours
3-5 hours
6-8 hours
8 d ays
3 days
4 days

118
56

Total

858

From this
the clinic

30
89
19
8

44

89
16
1

87
52
44

28
6
0

1

0
87

table it can be seen that most of the people who use
(and as we will see later,

default during treatment)
close to the clinic.

most

of the people who

live reasonably (by Nepali standards)

Those who

live

less than 8 hours walk from

Ilam can make the trip in one day and thus

save themselves

the

-54

inconvenience and
the 258 patients

expense of spending the night in town.

then being seen in the clinic fully, 212 cr

82.o lived within

a

one day roundtrip j orney to Ilam.

the noint more dramatically,
clinic services,

112 people-

To make

44% of those utilizing

live less than a 2 hour walk from Ilam.

two hour walk may seem to us an arduous journey indeed,
the Hill people it is a trivial distance..
by all this,

is that the

ingly by those who live
with

close

to it.

A
but for

The point to be macte

clinic seems to be utilized
Though

the idea of being a regional curative

is utilized

Of

overwhelm¬

it was established

center,

it actually

only by those living in the immediate area.

The Ilam Clinic had
when this data was

only been in existence for oneyear

obtained;

so the noor utilization by those

further from the clinic may reflect their ignorance of its
istence.

It is difficult to knew how much

this

ex¬

contributes

to

the figures shown, though we suspect that the existence of the
clinic is well known throughout the region.
of the state as well as
lies

a major commercial center.

on the major trail linking the foothills with

so that large numbers
this

Ilam is

circumstance,

gives free medicine
secret.

of people frequently pass

the capital
The

town

the Terai

through.

In

the existence of a 'British physician that
(...that works)

is

not likely to remain a

The conclusion to be drawn from this table is

that the

clinic is largely a convenience to the people in the immediate
area of Ilam;

and that in a nation with such

of tuberculosis,

a high prevelance

its potential is not being actualized.
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An interesting sidelight to the problem of utilization is
the disparity between the sexes.
at the Ilam Clinic,

194

Of the first 300 patients seen

(64.7$) were male and

only 106 (35.3$)

were female- a difference of almost two to one.

Thus,

even if

we could reduce the Physical and economic problems associated
with reaching the

clinic from outlying areas, we are still faced

with a cultural impediment that prevents women from availing
themselves

of this medical service.

not be precisely articulated,

The reason?

can¬

but probably are related to female

responsibilities for childrearing and much
worb.

for this

There may also be some reticence

of the heavy farm-

to being examined by

a strange male.
So,

given all these constraints

on the efficient utili¬

zation of the clinic, what type of results doe?
people who can and do mabe use of this service?

it show for the
Figures from

clinic records indicate that while a small number of people are
completely cured

of their tuberculosis,

program is marred by a large number

the functioning of the

of people who default during

their treatment and are lost to followup,

AKHTAL STJbMARIFS OF TTTBFRCTJL0EI3 CLINICS OPlilRATED BY
THE RRITAIIT- HEPAL LEDICAL TRUST

1.

o

Tot al T B patients on record
(cumulative tallies)
Currently attending

3.

Total cured

4.

Total died

5

Total defaulters

1979

19 75

1057

2410

395

1191

139

484

65

142

404

551
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The sun of items -#3 through #5 does

not add up to #1 because

each year a number of patients are referred to physicians
side of the area supervised by the Trusttinuing treatment under medical aegis
ling,
and

India.

The relative

the increase

with the
second

in the

many patients con¬

in Kathmandu or Darjeer-

decrease in the number of defaulters

number attending in 1973,

is associated

opening of the new clinic in Biratnagar,

largest city in Penal.

populationdense Terai and has

It is

This

is

the

located in the relatively

the advantage of good

tions and transportation linhing it with
of the Terai.

out¬

the more

As v,e discussed in Chanter One,

communica¬

outlying areas

the Terai

fundamentally different type of region than the Kills,

is el

so that

when we looh at this data, we must try to distinguish those
trends which are due solely to the existence of this new clinicin a part of Penal so unlihe the foothills.
Examination of the 1977 figures
Biratnagar Clinic)

(before the opening of the

indicates that of the

1057 patients

then

t

en

by the Trust clinics fully 404,

or OSK had defaulted at some

time during their treatment,

e monthly comnosite figures for

1973-1974 shed more

light on this problem of defaulters,^

COMPOSITE MONTI ILY PI CURES BOR BUKT TB CLI PI cs
liepali month

Total
Total

-r

TTew Patients;
Cured

Total Cured
a) with default

3

a

8

(19 73
6 mo
per

4

S.J

109

85

83

74

134

99

15

19

16

14

17

11

93

7

10

11

10

13

6

56

6

2

61%

- 5 7~

6 month period
Total Cured
b) without default

8

9

5

4

5

36

5

39 %
# of lie w Defaulters

51

50

58

77

65

78

& of Returned
Defaulters

40

26

23

35

37

38

Drom th ere figures we

can see th at it is

of th os e patients

only a minority (39^)

cur ed of tubercul os is that were able

to do so

with out defaulting on tre atment at some time during the ir therapy.

Likewise,

it was

th e large ma jcrity of those cured

v/ho sto pped therapy a t le ast once during the

(6Id)

course of treatment

The figures from the Ilam! clinic tell us that defaultin g is
s trictl y a function o f di stance

not

(wh ich it may be for ut ilization

Host of the people wh ode fault live within a reasonable distance
of the clinic.
clini c,

“pi o
s' oo

30 of them (9 7 Vo)

treatme nt.
clinic

Of 11 O
O

dents who live the closest to the Ilam
defaulted at some

ti me during th e i r

Of those v/h o lived between 3-5 hours walk f rora the

(a journey eac ily completed within a d ay)

patient s seen default ed
in this group.

Thus,

during thei r fherany-

th o s e v/h o ar e most

29 of the 56

52eJ of th e patient

like ly to use

the di¬

nic are also most lik ely to discont inue their therapy.
It was noted bef ore that the I lam clinic is utiliz ed by
men. to a mu ch greater ext ent than i t is by wo men.
is also found to axis t in defaulting.
seen in the 11am clinic,

Th i s

trend

Of the first 300 patients

93 (31^) defaulted during treatment.

The following table gives a breakdown of this population.
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UTILIZATION AND DUN AULT BY SEX AT THE I LAM T3 CLINIC

Total number of Patients

300

male patients
female patients

194
106

Total number of defaulters
# of patients defaulting

93
31X

Hale defaulters
^ of total male patients

51
9

Eemale defaulters
r/' of total female patients

The data tells us

65#
35#

42

4(K

that not only are v/omen less likely to use

the clinic, but those that do are less likely to continue
through

to the completion on the therapy.

The large number of people who default during their treat¬
ment represent more than collections of unsuccessful cases.
Tine discontinuance of the infrequent ingestion on anti-tuberculosis medication encourages the development of strains
rayco-bacteria that are resistant to first

line drugs.

of

These

are the agents that are the easiest and cheapest to obtain.
Second line medications
able in Nepal,

are expensive and generally are unavail¬

The development of resistant strains would

be a devastating complication,

should this

occur.

thus

The high

number of defaulters has been a chronic problem that the Trust
physicians have been unable to solve.
the wonders
indeed.

It is

an indication that'

of western medicine can be a double-edged sword

There

can be no doubt that many lives ho,ve been saved

as a result of their efforts.

But there is

also the very real
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possibility that the vigorous dispensing of medication to a
people who are not familiar with

the traditions and understand¬

ings of the Test may in fact he creating new health nroblems
for future generations through

the deveionment of resistant

s trains .
There is
and

no simple

our approach to this difficulty will be discussed in the

final chapter.
now.

answer to the Problem of defaulters

However,

some brief comments

on it can be made

The problem of defaulters is an expression of a health

system that is based

on doctors

and hospitals rather than on

paramedical Personnel who bring medical care directly to the
homes and villages.
to home and

kin.

Tine Nepali are a people with strong ties

They are mostly poor farmers v/ho find travel

difficult and expensive.
ness strikes

The17 have large families

and when ill¬

they are used to receiving aid from a religious

shaman who is generally well known to them.

They are accustomed

to being taken care of in their homes by their families.

The

hospital and clinic are unknown and thus, potentially hostile
institutions to them.

The types

of services

they offer and what

thev must do to obtain them are foreign to their experience.
Thev offer services, which in mart,
by family and friends.

connote with

those offered

The inability of the British physicians

to deal successfully with the problem of defaulters results in
part from failure

to appreciate this duality of the Nepali culture.

We have seen that the tvr>e of curative medicine offered
the Hill people of east Nepal, has

not been successful.

to

It has

involved a considerable input of highly trained personnel pro¬
viding a service that is

not well utilized.

Though

it is

spe¬

cifically chartered by the central government to restrict its
activities
citly,

to tuberculosis control,

offered by Nepali doctors in government hos¬

Though the local Nepali Physician may have an amicable

relation with his British

co-professional,

patients frequently

attempt to play off one physician against the
do not receive the tyre
doctor,

impli¬

a Parallel medical care system that competes with the

curative services
pital.

it has established,

If they

of care they want from the government

they will instead, go see

ver

other.

the British physician and vice

atients are aware that medicine at the 3ritieh clinic

is free and plentiful, where as the medicine at the government
hospital frequently runs

out and. patients must buy their own.

Pressure is then nut on the British doctor to give medicine
people who have disease
the merchants

other'

than tuberculosis,

of the hill bazasr towns are

furthermore,

eager for social

status that would enhance their rising economic fortunes.
frequently tabes

This

the form of having the British physician as a

personal friend who of course,
members

to

of their family.

could he

called upon to treat

The foreign doctor gets drawn into a

web of social relations that he feels males him a more intimate
and well libed member of the community.

In actuality,

the statu

of his friendship is a prized possession that is

sought after

hy the competing and conflicting interest groups

of merchants

and minor

(but still important) government officials

that com¬

pose what would pass for the middle class of the foothills.

I
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Thus,

the government ’ s proscription that the Trust

self to the treatment, of TP is a difficult,
limit to observe;
not only by his
of disease he is

and the doctor is

own sense

limit it¬

if not impossible

encouraged to ignore it

of compassion for the vast amount

called upon to treat,

but also by important

Nepalis in the community who seeb his friendship and medical
advice.

All of this

serves to undermine the authority of the

Nepali physician and solicit comparisons with government sup¬
plied services which clearly mabe
offered, by the "British,

them loo1-- inferior to those
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D

Tine Preventive Tiff or t

Tine efficacy of the BCG vaccination urogram in ear tern
tie pal must ultimately rest on the effectiveness of the vaccine
itself.

Tine history of this vaccine has "been one of varying:
R

results in different parts,

of the world.

Studies

in India

seemed to indicate that BCG did not reduce the incidence of
tuberculosis.

Trials in Puerto Rico and Muscogee,

ported a reduction in incidence
while the use
cidence

Alabama re-

of 31^ and 36- resnectivelyD

of BCG in Britain has reportedly reduced the in-

. 7
of tuberculosis by 80%,

The reasons for these dis¬

crepancies have not yet been delineated.

It has been suggest-

ed8’^ 510that they may be due to differences in the virulence
of the mycobacteria, vaccine
exposure to sunlight,

deficient in production or from

nutritionally deficient hosts

be especially true in India),

and/or

(this

may

the higher incidence of

nontuberculous mycobacterial infections in Amerira and India
than in Britain.
as supporters-^ ’

The vaccine has had as many detractors
and the wide variations

effectiveness underscore

4

6

in its reported

our ignorance of the epidemiology and

immunology of tuberculous infections.
The last word

on this matter has probably not been spoken,

but for the meantime, the issue seems

to have teen decided, in

favor of the effectiveness

(though admittedly it may he a vari¬

able one)

On attempting to synthesize all the

of the vaccine.

contrasting data from the disparate studies on this vaccine,
Rene Dub os has set the tone for present -public health

attitudes
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towar d BCG when he said:^?

"After ro many yearn of contrcverfies ( there is
no lonerr any doubt that BCG vaccine can elicit a hieh
deeree of anti tuberculosis immunity in animals and men."

Here is where the matter rests.

And it is with,

a basic con¬

viction in its

efficacy,

many variables

that might severely compromise this effective¬

ness,

but in continued ignorance of the

that BCG vaccine came to be introduced into third world

natione.
The Britain Nepal Nedical Trust was given the responsibili¬
ty for BCG vaccinations
and JvTechi

zones.

of all children 15 and under in Hosi

Though

they began the program in November 1958

in the Terai districts of liorang and Sun sari
work was
1970,

not begun in a unified ,

in the hill district

full time

(see

page 10 ),

operation until July

of Dhanhuta.

Tine vaccinating team was made up of young Nepalis and visi¬
ting medical students from Britain and America.

The vaccinators

would rent a house in the district capital and use this
base of operations.
that would
teams

They would then go on vaccination treks

last 2-3 weeks, each.

of 3 would

as a

spend

During this period, vaccinating

the night at the home

headman (pradham Pancha)

of the village

or in a nearby school.

The following

day they would split up a.nd vaccinate in three separate areas,
planning to meet up at the next days vaccination site by night¬
fall.

This would continue until the vaccine was

exhausted.

Then the vaccinators would return to the base for supplies and

then begin another tret,

"Vbile the tret was in progress,

Nepali, working as a publicity Plan, was always

a

two days walk

in front, informing the village chiefs of the team! expected
arrival and insuring their cooperation for a good turnout.
At the vast majority of vaccination sites,
received cordially.

team workers were

Patient acceptance and enthusiasm for

the program appeared high.
People frequently sought out vaccinators for general med¬
ical care.

Supplies were limited to what could be carried and

vaccinators were not equipped
pense other medications.
toms strongly suggestive

(nor necessarily trained)

Many obviously ill patients with
of tuberculosis

(fever,

sweats, hemoptysis, weight loss, malaise),
and all that could be dene was
patient TP clinic.
away and as might be

fortunate.

night

to vaccinators

to refer them to the nearest out

expected,

other,

few of these clearly ill people
The inability of the 3CC- vacci¬

even minimal medical services,

It represents a lost opportunity*

hensive role for paramedical workers
and

came

cough,

syrap

These clinics were commonly a two day walk

ever came to the Kill clinics.
nator to provide

to dis¬

could

is

un¬

A more compre¬

easily be envisioned

this point will be discussed in the following chapter.
A summary of the results

following p agep*

of the

BCG effort is

shown on the

RESULTS OP BCG VACCINATION PROGRAM
RY TIM
HUT AIN NEPAL 1EDICAL TRUST

District

Moran ft

Suns ari

DhanMuta

Terathura

Date Commenced

May 68

May 69

July 70

Jan 72

Date Completed

Apr 72

Apr 72

Apr

Mar 72

Panchyats in District

61

46

38

40

Panchyats Visited

61

46

38

40

Total Population
1971-73 Census x 10*3

302

223

108

119

40^ of Population is
^
15 yrn or Younger x 10°

121

89

43

46

Total Vaccinations
Given x 100

63

48

33

31

% of Total Population
Vaccinated

21

22

31

27

% of Population 15 Yrs
and Younger Vaccinated

52

54

77

67

71

RESULTS OP BCG VACCINATION PROGRAM
BY THE
BRITAIN NEPAL MEDICAL TRUST
(COJITc J

i

District

SanPuasuba

Ilam

Ranchatar

Date Commenced

July 71

Oct 72

Not 73

Date Completed

Apr

May 73

Apr 74

Panchyats

39

50

53

Panchyats Visited

37

50

53

Total Population
L971-73 Census x 103

114

140

146

i0% of Population is
L5 yrs or Younger
x 10°

46

56

58

Total Vaccinations
liven x 103

35

50

43

t of Total Population
Vaccinated

31

36

29

1o of Population 15 Yrs
a.nd Younger Vaccinated

77

89

74

in District

72
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The districts that primarily concern us
Terathum, Sanhuasuba, I lam,
tricts

in the foothills

and Panchatar*

arc Dhanbuta,
These are all dis¬

and lack the rublic health

conveniences

of higher population density and pood transportation.
more, the BCG propram in each

of there hill districts vac effected

as a unified concerted effort by a team of naramedics
specifically for that purpose.
one after another.
its

Further¬

trained

The Kill districts mere completed

The team moved on to the next districts when

camraipn in one was completed, generally after nine months

of vaccinating.

The Tor Id Health Organization has determined

that a coverage of 26# of the total population (66# of the child
peculation)

is

a minimum baseline.

Examination of the data will

shov; that this minimum baseline was met in each
tricts.

Tith

the exception of the Terathum District,

nators were able to cover three quarters
tion.
some

Tn a region with

no raved roads,

of the most mountainous

deed an imrressive
This

of the Hill dis¬
the vacci¬

of the target popula¬
no electricity,

terrain in the world,

this

and
is in¬

feat.

accomplishment establishes the importance

of para¬

medical personnel and validates the feasibility of a canvass¬
ing operation as

a mechanism

of health

care delivery in this

poor mountainous nation.
As worthwhile an accomplishment as this
long term advantage to the Kepali people is

certainly is,

in doubt because

of the lach of an effective mechanism to provide
BCG coverage.

This

is an important point.

its

continuing

There continues to

be a high infant and

child mortality rate due mostly to gas-

trointeritin and non TB respiratory infections,
in the previous

sections,

a high fertility rate.
and continuing death
other than TB,

Ac we have seen

this high mortality rate encourages

7ith a, sustained high fertility rate

of vaccinated children from conditions

it becomes clear that with

each paesing year,

the percentage of vaccinated children will continue to decline,
A point will soon b^ reached when that percentage falls below
the minimum acceptable baseline.
have sustained benefit,

Thus,

in order for BCG to

there must be a mechanism to provide

for continuing vaccination of newly born children as well as
children *1 at may have been missed during the initial campaigns.

-
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A UEY "DTRECTION POR LEALTH POLICY IN NEPAL

A®

The Rol^ of the Yeptern Podel

Disease is an expression of social living.
sure of the stress

that is

imperfect adaptations
their environment.,,
does

It is a

mea¬

endured from the necessary yet

that men make with each other and with

Ye know that for a nation to he wealthy

-

not imply the elimination of disease hut rather the re¬

placement of diseases

that afflict, poor people hv

those

that afflict rich ones.
People in

the western world suffer from "rich"

diseases?

cirrohsis , diabetes and atherosclerotic cardiovascular dis¬
ease.

These diseases are a function of how we live.

are in large part self inflicted?
to excess.

we smoke,

They

drink and

Yes tern healers study the physiology of

eat

deranged

function while largely ignoring the social pathology which
makes such excess

commonplace;

a social pathology that

such an intimate part of the wav we

live that it is difficult

to precisely articulate its presence.
western health

care model

is

The values

of

the

are physician centered-hocpital

located and patient intensive.
People in Nepal suffer from "poor" diseases.

They are

debilitated by tuberculosis, infectious/parasitic gastroenter¬
itis, pneumonia, and malnutrition.
eases

Similarly,

are a measure of how they live.

their dis¬

They are an expression
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in somatic terms

of a life that is impoverished, Hindu and

agrarian.
"/orId politics are

changing and we are becoming increas¬

ingly aware of the so-called third world nations.
demand

In exchange for raw materials,

its vast technical expertise.

the Test will offer

Hut along with its

the Test also exports a value system.

aspect of this value system is

develop¬

Hedical expertise will be

major component of this exchange,
nology,

the

for raw materials increases, resource management will

increasingly become a prime mechanism of national
ment.

As

a

tech¬

The central

the notion of progress-

the

idea that ncor under-dove lowed nations nrogress to and hope
to become rich developed nations.

This implies a

western cultural superiority and seems

to suggest

sense of
that

the

problem with poor countries is merely that they do not have
what we do and that the appropriate role for the Test is
simply to give

them what we’ve got,

western skills must

7/e are seeing now that

be adanted to their new environments,

not merely transferred.
There is no doubt that the world is becoming increasingly
westernized.

But this process is

a historic trend which

should not be associated with an improved global ethical
stance.

In order for cross cultural health

be successful,
equality of all

there must be a committment to
cultures.

efforts to
the

ethical

Te must come to see cultures as
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£5tructures with

their own integrity.

thinking in the value

V/e must he leery of

laden terras developed-under developed,

rich-poor, advanced-backward because of the implicit super¬
iority the notion of linear progress
the Test.
examples

seems to award

It is an award that is not deserved.

it is

"maladaptive"

for the Findu farmer to defecate

near his water supply and we
fying this

would be correct in

as a prominent disease vector.

"maladaptive"

It is

for the middle age American to

and indulge himself of a diet rich in fat
this

Two

come to mind.

First,

And

to

identi¬
equally

smoke heavilv

and cholesterol.

too is easily identified as a behavior that

increase morbidity and mortality.
western technology for

The point here is

will
that

all its very real advances has not

developed the expertise in behavior modification applicable
to situations where the source of morbidity is

so obviously

a behavioral- vector.
Second,

there is

a tendency for western trained physicians

to look askance at indigenous religious healers.

Such a

tendency is an expression of the western dichotomy between
science and religion.
"in the field" by the
indigenous healers.
human nature.

It is

a tendency which is re-infcreed

"objective" thernpeutic failures
But it is

of

an attitude which misreads

The ostensible dichotomy between science

and religion notwithstanding, western physicians have

a
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definite sir1 ritual role to play ip
sick*

the healing* of their

The fact that they are given little training in

appreciating this

as a legitimate human need indicates a

basic failing of western training.
admit it or not,

’Thether we care

to

the structure of our healing arts is

imbued with a spiritual authority*

In a very

real sense

the doctor is a priest,

the hospital his

temple,

the

stethascope his amulet,

the medical student his novitiate,

and the white coat the rohe of his authority.

It

is a

basic human need that the suffering seek from

their

healers whether he be shaman priest or university trained
internis t..
T7e see from these brief examples
has its
its

limitations and illusions.

technological advances too*

when one attempts

that western medicine
It unquestionably has

The difficulty sets

to separate the one from

in

the other.

Let

us see now why health problems in a country like Nepal differ
from th o s e : n

th e T7e s t»

Hedical problems
because

in Nepal differ from those in

they cannot he effectively

the

'Test

treated by doctors.

The

principal causer.of morbidity and mortality for children
are diarrhea, respiratory infections and malnutrition.
Twenty five per cent of Nepalese children die before

their

fifth birthday primarily from diseases that are preventable
in

the T.7ect<,^

The modalities

of western medicine are
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drugs , vaccines and surgery.
are amenable to such
most illnesses

therapv can be well controlled but

that afflict ITepalis are not well suited to

these repimens*
in child health.
that is

Those few processes that

This failing is particularly prominent
The diarrhea* pneumonia, and malnutrition

cor',non cannot be effectively treated by

The causes

of these diseases

are as much poverty,

doctors.
overcrowding,

ignorance, noor ventilation and hygiene as it is patho¬
physiology,

Consequently, solutions

to

these problems will

come from the agricultural and social sciences a? much as
from the medical sciences.
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■R, The Problem of Health Care Policy in a Developing Hat ion

Health,

education, population and economics are interde¬

pendent social indices.
upon the

Influences on one will feedback

other so that none

can be treated in isolation,

Morbidity and mortality statistics have
with per capita income than with
suggesting that the health

a closer correlation

specific health measures

3

care planner in a developing nation

must have a broadly encompassing view of the many interrelated
problems

facing his

country.

These problems

are complicated

by the very limited, resources upon which the policy maker
draw.

The ratio of physicians

per 80,000 ,
ing

This is

among the

to patients
lowest in

those found in 01-ad, Hiperia,

in Hepal is
the world,

and Basutoland,

one
exceed¬

The

percapita expense for health care appropriated in
budget is

can

the national

53/ per year.

'7e have shown that the answer to ITeral’s health needs is
not necessarilv more physicians and hospital
it appears

that new schools, better roads,

beds.

Rather *

and improved

agri¬

cultural know how will contribute more to the quality of life
than a given increment in

the number of

this realization is beside

the point.

for national planning,

doctors.

'kit even

As a general

it is becoming clear that

direction

the elements

determining improved health care are multifactorial and
easilv reduceable to statistics on manpower and treatment

not

-7A-

facilities.

The problem facing nations

like Nepal is,

a fixed run of money, how to know wh<*re it
the greatest social pood,
to supply farmers with
more schools,

selves,

Is it better to build a road,

improved strains of

wheat,

that policy makers must

or

This

to offer

or

build
These

ash them¬

The technology and theoretical constructs

Test are not yet sophisticated enough
lines,

will produce

or mount a BCG vaccination propram ?

arc the basic questions

given

of

the

any guide¬

is what makes policy planning and resource

allocation in poor nations sc difficult;

decisions must be

made without definitive knowledge,
'That can

we offer these policy makers?

at the present time to be a reasonable way

That appears
to proceed?

To bepin with, and this is most important,
health projects

of the central

the public

government must not

operate at a level of sophistication that is beyond
poor,agrarian, Hindu nation.
that they must be

low cost,

can reach large numbers
mind,

Specifically,

this

this means

low technology projects that

of the population,

Tith

this

in

smallpox and BCG vaccination programs as well as efforts

to eradicate malaria are relatively low in cost and do not
require sophisticated personnel.

Significant reduction in

morbidity and mortality can be expected to result from
governmental intervention here.
The same cannot be said for attempts to eradicate existing
cases of tuberculosis.

This disease is very much a function

-75-

of the way these people lire*

Their cramped, poorly ventil¬

ated homes and a diet often marginal in protein
its virulence.

It is unlibely that it could be eliminated

in the absence of a significant rise in
living.

Thus it appears

accept a high
tion.

the

standard of

that policy planners will

have

to

level of tuberculosis in the present popula¬

An all out "war"

on tuberculosis via the curative

approacli would be expensive and given
living that woulc
not be great.

exaccerbate

the

low

standard of

persist, its chances of success

would

It would be better to accept a high baseline

for the present generation and divert funds

to an

aggressive

BCG program hoping that as the standard of living improves
through

the development of roads, schools,

and

agricultural

shills, a decrease in the morbidity and mortality from tuber¬
culosis will begin to be seen in

the coming

generation.
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C«

The Future of Health

Care in Nepal

The approach to health care problems in
nation must

be mindful of the

a developing

limited financial resources

available and must respect the peoples traditions and
institutions*

These twin provisos are basic and immutable*

Ignorance of them will

lead to failure*

This

is. especially

important in cross cultural foreign aid efforts*
notions

7/estern

of progress can easily lead a developing nation

to overcommit its already limited resources
that are poorly utilized by their people.

for projects
Such actions

are in no ones best interests.
The mechanism and infrastructure of aid must be appro¬
priate to the setting.

It must buildon

the

assets

society and compliment its social structure.
Nepali is a subsistence

The

of the
average

level farmer ?/ith a large family.

These families are widely dispersed over mountainous

terrain.

This is the core unit of the society and health care efforts
must be designed to serve this unit*

even if

the

types of

services offered are rudimentary.
Nepal lacks money* skilled personel and

roads.

its health care system must not be based on any of
resources.

Instead,

Thus*
these

the system must draw on this nation’s

major resources: The strong ties of village

culture and

the large number of unemployed, unskilled young
could function as paramedics.

Ideally,

adults

who

they would comprise

77

-

-

a small group that would use a clinic as
operations.

their base

They could travel from village

to

of

village

at

regular intervals to maintain vaccinations against smallpox
and tuberculosis.
vaccinations.

This

( KPT and Rubella require multiple
creates an administrative problem of

scheduling and record beeping that might not be
effected.)

There needed,

easily

thev could continue spraying efforts

aimed at the eradication of malaria.

They could,

disseminate

family planning information and undertake rudimentary motherchild health

clinics.

Thev could make referals to

government clinic and transport medicines to

the

villages far

removed from these few facilities.
Such an approach to health
the home and village as
culture.

cape delivery

would reinforce

central institutions

The paramedics would solicit the

ation of local village elders

in ITepali
aid and cooper¬

therebv drawing on

of traditional authority that is centuries

old,

a source
furthermore,

a mobile band of paramedics would periodically visit
villages

on bazaar nav thus availing

large numbers

themselves

of

the

of people who partake in this unique economic

and social gathering.
The use of paramedics would insure that
receive at least some health
government.

services

Because the society is

from

all ITepalis
the central

agrarian and traditional,

-

78-

and because the government lacks sufficient resources,

these

services

the

should he confined to health education

prevention of diseases for which
exist.

population centers,
the

adequate vaccines now

Physician centered-hospital based curative services

may confirm to be

on

and

offered, especially in
though, the effect that

population will not he great.

the larger
they

will

have
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